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Go to the content Download our installation guides, burn up the user's heating manual, posting documentation and more. Learn how to install, test and control wireless neoair or hard-wired neostat thermostats by watching the relevant videos below. How to set comfort levels How to install the retention function Understanding the optimal start How to reset
neoStat/neoAir Setting time and date We use cookies. Find out more about them in our privacy policy. Home installation video and guide Download our full underfloor Heating Installation Guide or click on the links below to read the online Floor Designs Installation of Underground Heating on crossed/concrete floors Solid floors can be built in a number of
ways: Single pour concrete method Under floor heating pipe work is fixed on insulation and concrete poured on top. Screeded method of floor concrete floor is already in place, insulation is laid on top of the concrete under the floor of the heating pipe then fastened to the insulation and screeds over. There are different versions of these methods. depends on
the preferences of builders installing underground heating in a wooden floor using screeds between joists build underground (min 25 mm from the top line of joists) between the floor joists using good quality dense board insulation supported on wood battens fixed to the side of the joist. Then fix the underfloor heating pipes to work for insulation, screeding the
floor flush with the top of the joists. The floor will require the structural board more as soon as the screed has been allowed to dry. Note, when using this method of floor building consideration you need to give extra weight to the floor joists installing underground heating in the wooden floor using aluminum plates to isolate between your joists using either
board or blanket insulation. Then nail the aluminum plate for your joists leaving at least 200mm at each end running where your pipe will turn. Then you start the tube in aluminum plates. Building an underfloor Heating Manifold Inside the Box: Brass Manifold with Mixer Valve circulating pumping inserts for the ball Valves tube kit with the pucks End piece with
drainage valves and pressure sensor Thermostatic head build variety before fixing on the wall. Start by screwing the end of the piece into the upper body variety. Make sure the pressure sensor collides with you as soon as the final piece is fully screwed in. Attach the ball valves to a variety of according to the picture. Red on the right (Flow) and blue on the
left (Return). Make sure you use rubber washer provided before attach them to the faucet valve and then tighten completely. Turn the circulating pump to the left to collide with you. Then tighten the top and bottom nuts. Now the variety is ready to fix to the wall. Installing The Underflore Heating Diversity Diversity Unit May Be directly on the wall or a suitable
mounting board, providing its brackets with suitable attachments (depending on the type of wall). They should be inserted into the designated holes, the mounting surface should be flat and vertical. Bracket mounting holes can be used to mark positions of locking and a variety unit screwed to the wall/mounting surface using appropriate attachments ensuring
that the assembly is level. The pump should be turned face forward to avoid contamination of the wall/mounting surface where the Manifold Unit should be installed, check the overall dimensions of the mixing group using the table and the drawing below. Make sure there is room to isolate the valves and fittings below the mixture block input joints and leave at
least 300mm of the lower multi-piece rail on the floor to prevent damage to the pipes where they enter the floor. As you connect the underfloor heating pipe for variety Make sure you cut out the MLCP pipe area with sharp plastic pipe cutters, it is important to open the inner well of the pipe with a reamer pipe tool to avoid damage to the O-ring when inserted
into a monoblock installation. Insert the pipe into the union seal until it is completely at home, then turn the nut until the inspection slot lines with a slot in the exciting ring and check that the pipe has been inserted all the way. Note - To make the insertion of the pipe heating under the floor easier, if you need a wet end pipe and/or install only with clean water.
Grease with oil or lubricant will cause irreparable damage to the O-rings fitting. Screw the nut on the variety and tighten with a 27mm spangout without using excessive force. When tightening the pipe on a variety of fittings, hold the rig with a spangout while tightening the pipe nuts. Once the pipe has been connected to the variety stream, laid in accordance
with the layout of the pipe and plugged back into the appropriate diversity return connection, there is now a complete layout. When all the circuits are installed and secured, take the time to check the pipe and make sure the intervals are correct and there are no kinks in the pipe. Fixing the railway is used to make sure that the pipe is installed evenly in the
room or room. It is divided into 50mm intervals. So, for example, if you set your pipe work at 200 mm centers, then you would clip the first pipe 100 mm from the wall, then you leave three clips and turn the pipe back into a fixing rail and clip in the fourth clip this equates to 200 mm. Insulating clamps used to fix the rails in place of the Fixation Rail interval
Upper Rail in the picture where the pipe enters the room should be 500 mm from the top wall. Lower Iron Should be 300mm from the bottom wall (see pic 1) and then place the final strip in the middle of the top and bottom rails to keep the pipe running nicely and straight. NOTE Don't forget to allow permission pipe to connect from the room to the under-eating
variety heating (packages contain a small amount of excess pipe for connections). It is important to bend the pipe in the shape of a light bulb to avoid kinks if anything less than 200 mm centers are used. Before installing, please read the fitting, filling and commissioning instructions carefully, they are tested and tested to provide you with excellent results.
Typical floor screeds with a depth of 65 mm IMPORTANT POINTS Please remember that it is very important that the pipe is laid with due care and not a kink when installing. Electrical wiring control and work on the return of the pipe is not required, make sure it is in place before the work is completed. (Please see the drawings or call us on 0800 232 1501)
Installing underground heating using Screed between joists 200mm pipe centers (room up to the current Regs building) When installing underground heating in a wooden floor at 200mm work pipe centers are usually laid as 2 runs on joysticks (if the joist are at 400mm centers). Notch end joists about 100mm from the wall it will carry UFH pipes coming into
the room and the pipe work turns into the next joystick. Clips should be every 1m-1.5 m. 150mm Pipe centers (Room with high heat loss i.e. conservatory) When installing underground heating in the wooden floor at 150mm pipe work centers, usually laid on 3 runs in each joist. Notch end joists about 100mm any other notch must be large enough to take 2
pipes. In addition, you will need to cut the other end of the joists, every other joist should be notching at opposite ends at the opposite ends of the Full House Layout View Full House Underfloor Heating Chart on Under-Floor Heating As all circuits are installed the system needs to be filled and the pressure tested. To do this, you will need a water pipe and a
garden hose, follow the step-by-step instructions below. The multi-needle mixer has a built-in non-renewable valve to ensure that the subfield heating circuits can simply be filled out of the drain and fill the valves installed on the variety. To use a non-renewable valve, the lower floor heating circuit must be filled with runoff and fill a valve installed only on the
top rail - it will not work if the lower drainage and valve filling is used to fill the circuits. To fill the variety correctly you will need to isolate the loops. On the upper varied, work from right to left and close the flowmeters by rotation collar clockwise pic 2. When you get to the last flowmeter make sure this one rotates completely counterclockwise pic 3 to 3 and a
half turns and then press the red collar down. Once the collar is down you then use 19mm 19mm Apartments pic 4 to fully open the loop. (If it's not done, you won't get water in the loop). On the lower multi-facery rail again work from right to left and close the blue insulators, rotating clockwise figure 5. When you get to the last blue insulator turn, it's one
counterclockwise to open. Figure 6. Once only one flowmeter and blue insulator are open on a variety of turn red and blue ball valves so the levers are horizontal. Open Auto Air Valve by rotating the grey Cap 1 to turn counterclockwise. Connect the water pipe to the top filling valve, and connect the piece of hose to the lower filling valve and place the end in
the bucket. Open the filler and drainage valves by placing an open tool attached to the end of the filling and drainage valves and turn to you to open. Now the variety is ready to fill. Now turn on the water from the water supply as soon as the water comes out of the bottom filling point, indicating that the first loop is completely cleaned. Isolate this loop and
move on to the next one and repeat the process using the steps on the previous page. When the final loop is fully opened all loops on the variety turn off the bottom filling point. Use a trickle of water to test a variety of as soon as the pressure has stabilized to turn off the top filling point and turn off the hose. Under normal conditions you should get at least 3
bar on the pressure sensor. If the water pressure mains lower the pump pressure test may be needed. Plumbing using a single zone system Kind of plumbing chart using a single zone system Kind of wiring chart using a single zone plumbing system using a wiring center (Multizone) Kind of plumbing chart using a wiring center (Multizone) View of the wiring
diagram, Commissioning your subfield heating system Once you have installed a sub-floor heating filled if the floor is a solid screed floor, before following these steps make sure that the floor has been allowed to be naturally cured according to the manufacturer's guide to screeds. Open the ball valves by turning the red/blue levers into the line. Connect the
thermostatic head to the mixer. Set the water temperature to low (20 degrees Celsius) on the thermostatic head. Slowly increase the temperature over the next 4 weeks. Remove all white caps (if multi-zones) on the lower manifold body and attach drives to diversity. When using one zone of the system, leave the blue caps connected and make sure they are
completely counterclockwise. Bleeding any air from the variety that may have entered when you opened the stream and come back. Bleeding air with an automatic air vent above the temperature sensor. Turn on one thermostat per once and make sure the boiler turns on. On a multi-zone system, check that all thermostats individually open the right loops.
The black drive tag should A zonal valve check system has been opened along a single area. Check the pump works, the green light should be lit. Check to see if the threads are open and adjust the flow rate on the next page. Hot water must now pass through the variety from the upper body to the floor and return to the lower body. Check any other areas,
i.e. radiators/hot water, that they work properly. Turn off the thermostats and check the drives, pump and boiler turned off. The boiler can still work if other zones call for heat or the boiler has a pump over the run. The initial warm-up period will take a long time, as the floor is cold and will remove all heat from the tube works. This will cause the water to enter
the floor (upper body) to be warm as indicated in the temperature sensor, and the water to the lower body will be cold. The floor temperature should be gradually increased over several days so as not to damage the concrete/screed floor. Adjusting the heat flow under the fluor as to balance circuits with flowmeters Flowmeters have a dual regulatory function,
i.e. they not only regulate the flow of water, but also include an insulation function that can be opened and closed without affecting flow settings. The flowometer has an internal combined flow and flow controller, see figure 7, and an external red collar. The red collar, (1) is used to isolate the valve. The internal regulator is used to adjust the flow in the chain,
increasing or reducing the flow using a 19mm spangot flat provided, see figure 8. You can read the flow change in the scale on the flow pipe. Check to see if the valve is fully open. To check the valve insulation following the instructions below: Turn the red collar counterclockwise about three and a half turns. You will see the whole stream spinning and rising. If
the valve rotates excessively - more than three and a half turns - then the internal plastic fila being can be damaged and cause leaks. If you reach a positive stop, please turn back half the turn. Now you're ready to use the flow control function. Lower the red collar until it touches the variety (1). Then, with the help of a 19 mm spangout, or fingers, adjust the
flow using black spangouts at the bottom of the temeter (2). You can read the required flow in litres per minute directly from the red light compared to the scale in the tube of a clear flow counter. When you set the required flow rate, lift the red collar (1) again until it is busy against the black flats spanner at the bottom of the flowmeter (2), see figure 9. Clean the
tube of the back-up heater Turn the red collar (1) clockwise until the insulation function is completely closed. Remove the tube Spangout flats, and then using either hand pressure or a 17mm ring span, gently unscrew the flowmeter tube counterclockwise. Clean the tube and him back. Turn the red collar (1) counterclockwise until the insulation valve is fully
open again. About the mixing unit The unique design of the internal mix valve components ensures that hot water from the heat source and water return from the underfloor of the circuit are mixed together in the valve body to produce a temperature range between 20 'C to 70'C. This temperature range is suitable for a range of underground heating
applications, from commissioning new floor screeds to working with very thick screeds in commercial applications. The following illustrations show how the mixing valve works through its remote sensing thermostatic head. As an underfloor heating faucet the valve works mixing the valve pre-assembled on variety to save installation time. It is based on the
thermostatic mixing valve, which is a specially designed mixing unit to ensure accurate control of the temperature of the head heating. The unique design of the internal mixing valve components ensures that hot water from the heat source and the return of water from the sub-naked circuit are mixed in the valve case to produce a temperature range of 20 to
70 degrees Celsius. This temperature range is suitable for the entire field of underground heating appliances, from commissioning new floor screeds to working with very thick floor screeds in commercial applications. The illustrations below look at how the mixing valve works through its remote sensing thermostatic head: Originally a cold liquid in the remote
sensing probe, allowing almost all primary hot water from the heat source through the valve. Gradually, the probe's temperature rises as subsurface circuits begin to heat up depending on the temperature of the thermostatic head, as the probe's temperature rises, the shuttle begins to close the primary hot water, allowing the return of water to maintain the
temperature set on the head to 70 degrees Celsius, if required, as soon as the temperature set on the head has been reached on the probe, the shuttle balances the required amount of primary hot water. Depending on the setting of the thermostat, hot water can be almost completely closed, allowing very low temperatures suitable for commissioning screed
floors up to 20 degrees Celsius if necessary. The thermostatic mix valve has an increasing flow valve that allows return water to flow directly into the mixed socket. This cools the mixed temperature of the water felt by the remote violet, and causes the mixing valve to open, allowing more primary hot water through the mixing chamber and Temperature before
installation on the head of Podmore Heating Operating Instructions There are two main controls for your sub-heating; one is a programmable thermostat and the other is a thermostatic head. Programmable thermostat This thermostat gives you the opportunity General time control with two different temperature settings. As with the more conventional heating
system, the first temperature setting is used to provide a comfortable habitat (usually 21 degrees Celsius) during the time you spend in the room. The second option can be used to provide an object called NIGHT SETBACK. Night failure, where the second temperature setting is at a much lower level (usually 16 degrees Celsius). Installing the thermostat
hours before the night temperature roll back the boiler and pump out until the temperature of the programmable thermostat falls below 16 degrees Celsius. Night failure stops the room from cooling right during the night so that the room can be brought to a comfortable working temperature faster and more efficiently in the morning. To adjust the time and
temperature on the programmable thermostat, please refer to the user's instructions provided by the thermostat. THERMOSTATIC HEAD This piece of equipment is located in diversity and its goal is to mix the high-temperature water from the boiler to a lower temperature suitable for sub-naked heating. The thermostatic mix valve can be installed on the
thermostatic head from 20 to 70 degrees Celsius as follows: 1. Turn the handle of the thermostatic head to set the required sub-flow temperature 2. Allow enough time for the temperature to stabilize, and then check the settings against the temperature reading on the mixed-flow temperature sensor installed on the mixer valve located above the pump
Temperature lock setting Thermostatic head is provided with two pin settings, one red and the other blue. These pins are provided to block the temperature parameter as follows: 1. Set the required temperature, as described above 2. Find the black dot and insert one pin on each side of point 3. The head cannot be turned. 4. NOTE - Floor heating is not a
quick response form of heating (such as a gas fire) and may take some time to reach the desired temperature. The opposite is also true in that it takes some time for the floor to cool down. For example, if you want the room before the temperature before 8am set a higher temperature until 6am, if you stop using at 11pm set a lower temperature setting until
9pm. Additional products for heating the lower time and help We have tried to put as much in-depth information on our website as possible, but if you need additional help or have any questions, you can contact us here. If you are looking for any additional products, please click here to visit our Underfloor Heating solfex underfloor heating installation manual.
prowarm underfloor heating installation manual. polypipe underfloor heating installation manual. rehau underfloor heating installation manual. hetta underfloor heating installation manual. rayotec underfloor heating installation manual. warmup underfloor heating installation manual. electric underfloor heating installation manual
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